
Active Cultural Experience 

Spanish 1 
Plagiarism will result in a zero on the entire project!!!!           +Must be authorized by a responsible adult 

 
Consider those activities that would allow you to utilize your talents and expand your horizons. Activities must not be chosen from the same category. Parents must                          

approve. Choose a total of 300 points. 1 Essay per activity must be MLA format. 

A. If you like music and dance... 

1. Learn and perform a Spanish or Latino dance and demonstrate it to the class. (BACHATA, CUMBIA, FOLKLORICO, FLAMENCO)  

Teacher approval needed. Create a time lapse video and present 150pts. 

2. Learn and perform a Latin American/Spanish piece on an instrument. Record a video and present 100pts. 

3. Create a music video for a Spanish song and perform - Teacher approval needed. 150pts. 

B. If you like art… 

1. Reproduce a painting by one of the following artists: Diego Rivera, Pablo Picasso, Eduardo Kingman, Fridah Kahlo, Olga Costa, 

 Carlos Mérida, Gabriel Macotela 100pts. 

2. +Visit a museum or exhibit featuring current Latino or Spanish artists/exhibits. Or Mission District in San Francisco,  

(Precita, Balmy St., Clarion Alley) SEE TEACHER. 150pts. 

3. Make a collage of a famous Spanish speaking artist and present a description of the importance of the artist 100pts. 

 C. If you like history or geography... 

1. Draw a detailed and accurate, physical map of a Spanish-speaking country assigned including: rivers, lakes, mountains,  

capitol, major cities. Must be colorful . 50pts. 

2. +Visit a mission in California and make a timelapse video of your visit including pictures. 150pts. 

3. Research on of the following people and give a presentation as if you were the person: Cesar Chavez, Dolores Huerta,  

Edward James Olmos, Rigoberta Menchú, Juan Diego Flóres, Mario Molina, Mario Vargas Llosa, Miguel Cervantes, Severo Ochoa, 

 Rosalia Arteaga, Include a picture in your evidence. 100pts. 

D. If you like to cook/eat…  

1. Prepare and make  homemade sope, empanada, popusa, quesadilla, enchiladas, cachapas, kau kau, tostones, malanga, kipes,  

chipa, causa,  croquetta 100pts.  

2. Prepare and make a timelapse video of 2 items: Guacamole, salsa roja, salsa verde, fresas con crema, plátanos machos, horchata 

flan, biónicos, 100pts. 

          3.      Visit an approved Restaurant and make a video of you speaking Spanish to order your food.. Teacher must approve. 100pts.  

  E.  If you like to read…  

1. Memorize and recite a poem by Gary Soto, Sandra Cisneros, Pablo Neruda, José Martí, Octavio Paz, César Vallejo  and recite 100pts. 

2. Research and create a powerpoint with a biography of one of the following : Miguel Angel Asturias, Margarita Cabrera,  

Gabriela Mistral, Isabel Allende 100pts. 

3. Read a latin american legend and make it into a comic strip. 50pts  

F. if you like to travel or shop… 

1. +Visit a mexican supermarket and create a video of your experience. Present  50pts. 

2. Create a travel brochure on a spanish speaking country assigned this quarter. 50pts 

3. If you travel to a spanish speaking country make a powerpoint presentation of the trip. Include the flag of the country  

And flag of the capitol 100pts. 

G. if you like to watch T.V. and movies…  

1. Watch a movie in spanish and complete packet: Spare Parts, Stand and Deliver,  Selena, Mcfarland, Walkout.  

Make a timelapse video of you watching the movie 50pts. 

2. Watch news in spanish, write down 30 words you understand . write 10 sentences. Make a timelapse video 

 of you watching the news 50pts.  

3. Research one of the following actors and make a presentation on their contributions and fame: 

Antonio Banderas, Salma Hayek, Benjamin Bratt, Penelope Cruz, Javier Bardem, Pedro Almodóvar, Raúl Juliá, 

 Benicio del Toro, Rosie Perez, Paz Vega 100pts. 

H. if you like to make crafts… 

1. Make a piñata and a research paper on the history and origin and time lapse video  (teacher will assign) 100pts. 

2. Make an alebrije and timelapse video and a research of their origin 100 pts. 

3. Make a tile mosaic work of art, reproducing a painting by Joan Miró or an approved artist 100 pts. 

I. If you like sports and games… 

1. Research a famous athlete and make a highlight video of their success: Armando Maradona, Rafael Nadal, Maribel Dominguez 

Kina Malpartida, Sergio García, Diana Taurasi, Ronda Rousey, Idalys Ortiz, Carla Esparza, Monica Puig, Jaime Viñals Massanet,  

Iván Vallejo Ricafuente, Fernando Alonso, Roberto Clemente 100pts.  

2. Play Lotería, Toma Todo,or Serpientes y Escaleras with your friends and/or family and make a 3 minute video of family interaction . 50pts..  

3. Watch a CURRENT soccer game in Spanish and write down 30 vocabulary words you understood. Make 10 sentences and a timelapse 

 video of you watching the soccer match of your assigned country. 50 pts. 

 


